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D I R E C T O R ’ S C O L U M N
Nick Baker, Chicagoland Turf
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As I write this the 2011 GCSAA National Convention is 2 weeks away and I can’t wait to see old friends,
meet new friends and continue those relationships that mean the most to me. The MAGCS Hospitality
Reception has always been the perfect place for this, and after the cold weather this winter, the GIS can’t
come soon enough. Luke Cella and Sharon Riesenbeck have set the bar high with their hard work and
fresh ideas at past Receptions and this year should be no different. I foresee:
• The Lucky Leprechaun having one of their best
Wednesdays ever.

• The scholarship raffle having made a few people happy
(one in particular with a new iPad).

• And more weird and scary photos from the years past looped
throughout the evening that will have given everyone a
“what was I thinking!?!” moment. Thank you to all those
that make the Hospitality Reception possible.

To date MAGCS has raised $17,000 for the Hospitality
Reception and we expect that number to increase significantly.
The reason for this is the dedication of the Class E members
and the Midwest Core Sponsorship program. This program
has really helped streamline the sponsorship/advertising process
for MAGCS and make it easier for Class E members to support
all of the Midwest’s programs. We now have five companies
contributing at the Albatross Level, and a total of 14 companies
in the program. It makes supporting the Midwest much easier
for the companies that took advantage of it.

The Commercial Advisory Committee is working on a
new event for this July. It is a 9-hole golf event designed to be
casual, fun and low key. We are still working on the particulars
on it but it promises to be a relaxing event to help with the
stresses of the summer months. Look for this on the MAGCS
event calendar this spring. -OC

Commercial Advisory Update

We are still working on the
particulars on it, but it promises to be
a relaxing event to help with the stresses
of the summer months.
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It’s no secret that the golf industry has had a rough couple of years. The pressure to achieve more with
less is greater than ever, with most clubs suffering through budget reductions at some point over the last
two years. Naperville Country Club (NCC) is no different. In the fall of 2008, I had the opportunity to
expand my responsibilities at the club. The decision was made to eliminate the position of building
maintenance supervisor and include facility management under my scope of responsibility. This included:
housekeeping, building improvements, capital projects, utilities, HVAC, refrigeration, electrical, and
plumbing. In the fall of 2009, my responsibilities were expanded again as I was asked to serve as interim
club manager. This included oversight of the food and beverage (F&B) department, banquets, member
events, member communication, and member recruitment/retention. In both cases the directions from
the Board of Directors were very clear: tighten up operations and reduce expenses without impacting
service levels – a familiar sound bite. As interim club manager I was invited to attend monthly meetings
of the finance committee. Prior to this I had attended only one finance meeting per year. During the
annual budget process I would present and field questions about the operating budget for the grounds
department. At my first meeting after assuming my new responsibilities it didn’t take long for the
conversation to turn toward expense reduction. One of the committee members (I’ll call him “Mr. W”),
who has an extensive background in finance and is a past club president offered some very simple advice:
“Son, just shoot the elephants first.” I have always had a lot of respect for Mr. W, so I wasn’t surprised
at his ability to distill the challenge into such a basic statement. I took his advice to heart and used it as
the foundation for the efficiencies I have implemented at NCC over the past two years.

F E A T U R E I
Tim Anderson, CGCS MG, Naperville Country Club

Let me take a moment to say that I firmly believe that
golf course superintendents and assistant superintendents are
the individuals best suited to reducing expenses. It’s a part of
our daily routine to measure efficiency in minutes so that we
can work ahead of that first group of golfers or squeeze in one
more task before the weekend arrives. We are efficiency experts
by nature. We get antsy when we see time wasted. We are
self-motivated people who take action when an opportunity
for improvement exists. Furthermore, I believe that we have
already worked hard to mine efficiencies out of our own
departments. That’s why this article focuses at the facility level.

Flushing out the Elephants
This is easier than you might think. Have the club con-

troller run an accounts payable (A/P) report for each of the last
three years. Have it sorted in descending order by dollar amount
paid per vendor for each fiscal year. This can be done for a
specific department or for the entire facility. Reviewing the
information from the last three years allows you to see year-to-
year movement among the major vendors. At the facility level,
top NCC vendors included: the employee health care provider,
real estate taxes, food supplier, liquor supplier, utility provider,
property/casualty/workers comp insurance provider, turf products
(plant protectants and fertilizer), linen/uniform provider, paper
goods supplier, pro shop (which is owned by the golf

Shoot the
Elephants First

(continued on page 7)
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professional), and lease companies (grounds equipment and cart
leases). The next step was to consolidate expenses across all
departments into a series of broad categories. I used insurance
and taxes, utilities, cost of goods sold (COGS), fertilizer and
plant protectants, laundry and uniforms, postage and stationary,
supplies, fuel, and payroll. Cross referencing these two reports
gave a very clear picture of how the club was spending its
money, which vendors it was spending the money with, and
where there were opportunities to reduce costs. The report
revealed where the elephants were hiding.

Payroll
Within the grounds department we understand that labor

costs typically run between 60 and 65 percent. At the facility
level, our labor costs ran closer to 55%. Because labor is still the
single largest expense, it offers the greatest opportunity for gains
in efficiency and reduction in costs. I should note that labor costs
can vary greatly from facility to facility based on amenities and
desired level of service. NCC
does not offer pool or tennis
and therefore doesn’t incur
the labor associated with them.

As mentioned earlier,
the position of building main-
tenance supervisor was
eliminated, and those respon-
sibilities were assumed by the
golf course superintendent.
At first I was apprehensive
about taking on a new role,
but it actually turned out to
be easier than I expected.
I believe that in today’s
economic climate employees
have to be willing to con-
stantly prove their value to
their employer – “what have
you done for me lately.” Taking responsibility for building
maintenance can be an opportunity for superintendents to
enhance their value and perhaps realize a bump in pay during
a down economy. Since most of us are already responsible for
the repair and upkeep of the maintenance shop, the learning
curve associated with maintenance of the club house is not too
bad. I would recommend approaching it in the same manner
that you would if you were starting a job at a new course:
learn the facility, learn the crew, learn the equipment. For me
a good understanding of the building came from researching
its construction and history. This required digging through old
files, going through the basement and attic spaces, and poking
around above the ceiling tiles. Facility management also offers
great potential for cross utilization of staff. As an example, this
winter we used grounds crew employees to replace the drop
ceiling in two of the dining rooms. It provided productive work
that allowed me to keep workers on the payroll through the
winter months. It addressed a capital improvement project ,
which in prior years the club would have contracted out.
The project was completed at a savings of approximately $3.5K.
In the process the employees involved in the project gained
a new skill.

Additional savings can be realized by doing repairs in
house, something superintendents already know how to do.
Maintenance on mechanical systems at the club house is very
similar to maintenance on the equipment fleet. Ninety percent
of the job is implementing a good preventive maintenance
program. For key mechanical systems (HVAC, sprinkler, plumbing,
refrigeration, electrical…) we sourced maintenance manuals for
the equipment off the internet and set up inspection and service
intervals. The housemen now use checklists and a log book to
document maintenance on the equipment. Preventive mainte-
nance extends the life of aging equipment, reduces repair costs,
saves on energy, and has helped us gain a better overall under-
standing of how the clubhouse mechanical systems operate.

The majority of savings in payroll came as a result of
restructuring the front of house (FOH) and back of house (BOH)
management teams. A three-year analysis showed a year-over-
year reduction in member dining and banquet sales.
Consequently, the FOH management team was reduced from

six to three positions and
the BOH kitchen staff was
reduced from 13 down to
nine. This overhaul resulted
in consolidation of several job
responsibilities. As part of
this process we had to do a
lot of work focused around
team building and the
concept of “deconstructing
departmental silos” (an
entirely different topic for
a future article). We had
to learn to work together
and move past the mindset
of “that’s not my job.”
We moved away from our
previous practice of staffing
for the single largest event

that occurred during the course of the year and moved toward
staffing for our normal flow of business and supplementing that
staff with outside temporary labor for larger events. There is
no doubt that we scaled back significantly, but it was done with
a close eye on maintaining the level of service desired by the
members. The other result of rightsizing is that it requires
everyone’s undivided effort to keep up with our normal flow
of business during the peak summer months. We now have
a renewed focus on productivity during the winter months
in order to finish special projects that may require time not
available in season.

Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)
At NCC the golf professional owns the merchandise in

the pro shop, so cost of goods sold (COGS) applies only to F&B
purchases. COGS can be a tricky subject and it took some time
for me to understand the club’s financials well enough to make
sense out of how we recorded and tracked COGS. Most of
the time COGS is treated as a “bad number” and the goal is
to constantly drive it downward. I don’t see COGS as a “bad
number.” Instead I look at it as a number that I want to monitor
closely. I want to know that it’s in line with what was projected

Members of the grounds staff install new drop ceilings
in the dining rooms this winter. It saved on the cost of
the project and allowed Tim to keep staff members

throughout the winter months.

(continued on page 9)
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during the budget process. A facility operating at 35% COGS
is not necessarily better off than a facility operating at 45%
COGS. It is also interesting that COGS can be easily skewed by
improper recording of items such as: free food and beverage,
employee meals, bar snacks, or spoilage. With over $450K/year
in F&B COGS you have to be able to rely on the executive chef
to make wise purchases. Bid purchase is one method to ensure
cost control. In our case we combined bid purchase with a
purchase program offered by a local major food supplier. This
allowed NCC to lock into predetermined margins on specific
food products based on incentive levels. This type of program
is typically utilized by corporate or national accounts.

Other methods of controlling COGS included: reclamation
of food products (a fancy term for making use of the leftovers),
controlling shrinkage (a polite way of saying theft), good menu
engineering (a chef term used to describe the ability to make
a number of different menu offerings from a limited inventory
of perishable food items), and proper use of pre and post event
profit/loss statements (P/Ls). Event P/Ls are the key to evaluating
whether an event has been executed at the desired COGS level
and has generated the expected profit
margin. Most of the time we hear
COGS expressed as a percent of the
total F&B revenue (as opposed to a
raw dollar amount). It’s important to
understand that a small shift in COGS
can represent a significant dollar
amount. At $450K/year in COGS,
a 1% movement in COGS can impact
the bottom line by $4,500.

The other major change in F&B
had to do with changing spending
habits. I found the F&B department
to be unique in that there are several
different employees with purchasing
authority. My analogy is that it is like
being married, more than one person
is writing checks out of the check
book. Instilling a fiscal responsibility
and accountability mindset is an
ongoing process. The most significant
change was teaching the managers
that expenses need to float with revenue. If revenue goes up,
then expenses will slide up; but if revenue is down, the expenses
should slide down. In the past, the F&B department operated
under the assumption that it had the green light to spend the
approved F&B budget regardless of whether or not the corre-
sponding revenue had been realized. Our new mind set is:
the F&B department can spend whatever it wants; it just has
to produce the revenue to cover the expense first. At times,
operations within the F&B department can be as suspenseful
as watching a high wire act at the circus.

Insurance and Taxes
Year after year premiums paid to the club’s employee

health care provider ranks second on the club’s vendor A/P list.
Utilizing an annual competitive bid process to evaluate pricing
is critical. It can be time consuming but can pay off big time.
As an example, we budgeted for a 15% increase in health care
costs for 2011, given the new health care reform act and price

hikes experienced by operations of similar size. Through the bid
process we were able to renew (with an equivalent policy) at
a 1% increase, a savings of 14% or $25K/year.

Also in the top 10 on the A/P list is the provider for the
club’s property/casualty/workers comp coverage. For the last
two years, soft insurance markets have allowed for savings on
insurance coverage. Accurate equipment lists can also influence
insurance premiums. In the past, when asked to review the
grounds department equipment list, I would give it a quick
glance, and as long as any new equipment purchases had been
added to the list, I would sign off on it and return it to the
accounting department. When forced to review the list in detail,
I found several old pieces of equipment that had been junked
or traded, as well as a number of items that had values below
the policy deductable. We also discovered that the club’s cart
fleet was mistakenly entered on the equipment schedule twice.
Some cart leases are written so that they include insurance
coverage; if that’s the case, then the club does not have to list
them on its insurance equipment schedule (check with your
cart supplier). An accurate value on the equipment fleet has an

impact on the policy premiums. By
cleaning up the equipment schedule
we were able to reduce our policy
premium by several thousand dollars,
a savings that will be realized on
an annual basis.

Evaluating subtle differences
between health care policies and
property/casualty/worker comp
(P/C/WC) policies requires the expertise
of a qualified insurance broker; we go
out to bid every year for insurance
quotes. To keep the broker honest,
and to make sure we are seeing pricing
from a variety of sources (not just the
providers that our current broker likes
to work with). We implemented a
policy where on alternating years
we get competitive quotes from two
brokers. In 2009, we reviewed quotes
for P/C/WC from two different insur-
ance brokers. In 2010, we repeated

the process and reviewed quotes from two different insurance
brokers for employee health care coverage. In both cases the
incumbent broker was allowed to select two providers that
he/she would like to seek bids from. The club issued a broker
of record letter so that the incumbent would get first crack at
soliciting bids from their preferred providers. Something I found
interesting was that insurance companies won’t issue multiple
quotes to different brokers for the same facility. The idea being
that any quote issued by an insurance company for a specific
facility should be the same regardless of which broker it is issued
through. If Broker A gets his request for proposal (RFP) into an
insurance company before Broker B, then Broker B is locked out
and is unable to get a quote from that company. This can get a
little messy because Broker A can shotgun the market place with
RFPs from all the top tier insurance companies leaving Broker B
with no companies to solicit for quotes. Broker A might not
even intend to develop and present quotes from each of the

Instead of outsourcing all of
the maintenance in the clubhouse,
staff is used to clean exhaust baffles

in the kitchen.

(continued on page 11)
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companies, but by making first contact they are blocking Broker
B’s ability to compete in the market place. This tactic is self
serving on the part of Broker A and prevents the club from test-
ing how competitive the marketplace truly is. Hence, the need
for the broker of record letter (BRL). A BRL must be issued in
writing by the facility. It gives the designated broker the right
to submit an RFP to a specific insurance company on behalf of
the club. Once a BRL is issued all other brokers are blocked
from getting quotes from that particular insurance company

Another interesting point has to do with safety in the work
place. Workers’ compensation insurance coverage is based on:
the number of employees, the total employee payroll, and the
insurance modifier for your facility. The insurance modifier takes
into account the claims history on your workers’ comp policy for
the previous three years. When a facility has a workers’ comp
claim it impacts the insurance modifier for a three-year period, a
good incentive for managers to help control costs by providing a
safe work environment.

Property taxes can vary
greatly based on location. Many
clubs have seen huge increases
in property taxes in recent years.
At NCC the DuPage County
Assessor’s Office ranks in the
top five on the vendor A/P list.
Protesting a tax bill requires the
advice and guidance of a qualified
tax attorney, but there are a few
things that you can do on your
own. Verify that the acreage
on file for the property is correct.
If the property has more than
one parcel then you should have
multiple tax bills. Verify that
the acreage for each parcel is
correct. The bill for each parcel
should be segmented into
“open space” and “developed
land.” The tax rate for devel-
oped land is significantly higher
than the rate for open land. Verify the measurement of
open space and developed land within each parcel and make
sure that it matches what is shown on the tax bill. A current
ALTA survey (commissioned during a course renovation project)
revealed that the actual course acreage at NCC was less than
what was indicated on the tax bill. We were also able to
request a reduction in developed land value based on documen-
tation of a reduction in facility revenue over the last two-year
period. These adjustments did not require the services of a
tax attorney and each generated a reduction in taxes that will
continue to be realized on an annual basis.

For courses with ESAs that are regulated by an official
governing body, it’s possible to argue for a reduction in land
value if the ESAs have deed restrictions attached to them
that limit their potential for future development. This varies
by jurisdiction and requires input from a qualified tax attorney.

Utilities
Naperville Country Club spends about $160K/year on

utilities (gas, water, sewer, electric, phone, cable, internet, and
waste removal). In 2009, NCC took advantage of an opportunity
to execute new gas and electric contracts. We opted to go with
flat rate contracts that guaranteed fixed costs per Therm or KWH
used. Prior to that, the club had demand-type contracts where
energy usage was projected on a monthly basis. Costs were
based on whether the club met or exceeded its projected monthly
usage. With the demand contract, the monthly quantities were
rolled forward year after year without any monitoring or evalua-
tion. As a result, the club routinely exceeded the monthly
contract amount and ended up paying a higher premium.
So far, the fixed contacts have saved the club $20K/year, and
we were able to lock in pricing for a three-year period. We may
return to demand-based contracts once we have good records
that will allow us to accurately forecast monthly usage.

We also installed new
thermostats in the clubhouse
(a project done in house).
Programmable thermostats allow
us more control over setback
temperatures at night and during
closed periods. The new
thermostats also have a lock
function, which minimizes
employee (and member) tamper-
ing. Other savings were realized
by combining phone/internet/TV
service at the maintenance
facility which allowed us to take
advantage of a bundled small
business program offered
through Comcast.

The buildings at the club
are on a well, so we don’t have
to purchase water, but we do
purchase salt for the water
softener system. By going out

to bid for water softener salt and using the grounds crew to
move the salt into the basement we were able to realize a per
bag savings and avoid an up charge for delivery to the basement.
This saved the facility $3K/year. This is another example of
tearing down departmental silos and profiting from cross
utilization of employees.

By monitoring waste removal we were able to adjust the
service interval on the trash compactor to more closely mirror
usage, resulting in a saving of $3.5K/year. We were able to
achieve a similar result by adjusting the schedule for cleaning
of the kitchen grease trap. While our insurance carrier requires
an annual certificate of cleaning for the kitchen exhaust hood,
we now service the collection baffles ourselves, on a monthly
basis, a service that used to be contracted out.

Other Items
It didn’t take long to realize that the potential for gains

in efficiency and the resulting reduction in expenses existed just
about anywhere we were willing to look. Working our way

Using a bid process for yearly purchases of
water softener salt and using the grounds crew

to move it to the clubhouse basement
has saved Naperville CC over $3,000 per year.

(continued on page 13)
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down the vendor A/P list we came to our linen supplier. Linen
contracts were new to me, and it was difficult to get apples-
to-apples comparisons. To resolve this I took a step backward
and wrote a comprehensive RFP that outlined exactly what we
wanted in the way of service and how the proposals were to
be presented. Vendors that weren’t willing to present proposals
in the requested format were excluded from the bid process.
All the contracts that were submitted contained an automatic
renewal clause, whereby the contract automatically renews with
a built in price increase unless written notification is sent to the
vendor by the date specified in the contract. The auto renewal
date is easy to forget because it occurs months in advance of
the contract termination date. One of my first projects was
to compile a list of all the contracts the club had in place with
outside vendors. The list documented the date the contracts
were signed, the termination date, and the auto renewal date.
Certified letters were sent out to all contract vendors notifying
them that NCC had decided to invoke its non-renewal clause
and that we would not renew without the opportunity to nego-
tiate price. In some cases the letters were sent out months in
advance of the auto renewal date just so we wouldn’t forget
and miss the deadline. Currently, most of the contracts have
come up for renewal, and the club has been in a position to
negotiate and secure competitive pricing through a bid process.
A few contracts remain that were executed for five-year terms,
something to keep in mind when executing long term contracts.
All new contracts have been signed for a shorter 1-3 year term.

In the linen RFP it was specified that an auto renewal
clause would not be accepted, that the RFP would be incorpo-
rated as an addendum to any final contract agreement with
the terms and conditions of the RFP taking precedence over
language in the vendor contract. Again any vendors that were
not comfortable with that provision were eliminated from the
bid process. In the end we renewed linen service with our
existing vendor. However, after negotiating we were able to
reduce linen expenses by $20K/year and now have a contract
in place that is more favorable for the club.

If you run into a vendor that isn’t willing to remove an
auto renewal clause, one option would be to send notification
of non-renewal the day after executing the contract. This
guarantees that you don’t miss out on the opportunity to
negotiate pricing at renewal time. Linen and uniform suppliers
count on managers losing track of renewal dates and contracts
rolling forward without evaluation. Breaking a linen or uniform
contract can be difficult. If proper documentation is not supplied,
a facility may end up being billed for rental charges through the
end of the contract period.

Other opportunities for saving include buying forward on
fuel contracts. We have done this for three years, and it has
resulted in a savings each year. Maintaining good fuel records
allows us to get the most out of these programs. Paper supplies
are another big category. Bidding out purchases on a facility
basis can produce substantial savings. As an example, in the
past we used the same premium logo hand towel in the bath-
rooms at the clubhouse and on the golf course. We still use
this towel in the clubhouse, but for the course bathroom we
switched over to a premium c-fold towel that does not have
a logo. While this saved several thousand dollars a year, it does
begin to flirt with member expectations and the club’s identity.

No one mentioned the towel switch, but my advice on opportu-
nities like this would be to go slow and be prepared to back
track if you encounter resistance. In the past we have routinely
taken advantage of plant protectant early order programs.
Some vendors offer additional cash discounts for early payment
plans. Depending upon the cash flow cycle of your facility
it might make sense to take advantage of these programs.
At NCC the club is flush with cash during the winter months
because of pre-payment of dues/fees/F&B minimums. During
peak season cash flow is tighter because of high member usage
and because of due dates for installment payments on the
property tax bill. This might seem counterintuitive, but during
July and August member usage is at its peak, and so are
expenses related to payroll, golf, and F&B operations. Unlike
daily fee facilities, at private clubs payment for the services
provided during peak season lags 30-60 days behind, as
members wait for their monthly statement to be issued and
then make payments on their accounts. Decisions on prepay-
ment programs should include input from the club controller.

Conclusion
So after two years of shooting elephants, what have we

accomplished? Expenses have been reduced by $800K/year, a
reduction of approximately 20%. The bulk of the reductions
came from the clubhouse operation. While the grounds depart-
ment did absorb a 10% budget reduction in 2009, it was
actually restored over the following two-year period. The
efficiencies we found improved the club’s cash flow, eliminating
the need to borrow on the club’s line of credit in order to cover
peak-season operating expenses. This resulted in additional
savings because we no longer pay interest fees associated with
the line of credit. The F&B department operated at a profit for the
first time in recent history, posting a profit of $85K vs. a loss of
$90K a year ago. A one-year swing of $175K. At a facility level
we performed $120K better than budget and were able to avoid
a year-end operating assessment for the first time in 15 years.

While this is all positive, it means nothing if member
services have been affected in a negative way. Close monitoring
of member services through surveys and committee feedback,
combined with careful consideration on where to implement
reductions is an ongoing challenge. Perhaps more important
is the realization that tightening up operations and reducing
expenses won’t resolve all the problems. Most private clubs
are struggling with reduced membership, which results in a
diminished revenue stream and an inability to fund depreciation
of capital assets, like tractors and HVAC units, or initiate capital
campaigns for new amenities. Increases in efficiency combined
with reductions in operating costs have helped. Club operations
now generate a profit that can be transferred over to help offset
capital needs. So far it’s not enough to cover the entire gap
created by the reduction in the sale of full equity golf member-
ships. The next challenge is membership growth/retention
combined with revenue growth/capture (a topic for a
different article). -OC
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As we move into the New Year and begin to make plans
for the upcoming season, it’s a normal part of the planning
process to look back on the previous year and assess what
worked, what didn’t work, and what will be the future challenges
in managing the golf course turf.

In retrospect, we now know that the weather in 2010
was one of the most difficult years to grow cool season turf
in quite some time. Not only was it extremely difficult in the
greater Chicago area, but also in many other areas through-
out the country.

Granted, not all areas on all golf courses had problems last
year. I believe a lot of it had to do with two main components:
Location and Preparation.

Location: Location had a lot to do with turf loss in 2010.
The accumulated soil moisture from the heavy rains in the spring
predisposed the turf to be shallow rooted and in peril if the
weather became very hot and humid, which it did. In addition,
the thunderstorm and tornado events were so isolated and
severe that what may have rained heavily in one area, may not
have rained at all in another. The difference of 3-4” of rain on a
90 degree summer night became the “deal breaker”. Turf loss
was the result. Microclimate locations that compromised air
movement and sun exposure were also predisposed to fail.

Preparation: The challenge for the 2011 season is to
assess what changes we need to make so that we can learn
from some of the problems we had last year and move forward.
We know this: Courses that did their due diligence in maintain-
ing thatch accumulations, had long term programs designed
to promote bentgrass and promote overall turfgrass rooting,
survived better.

Our primary goal is to ensure that the turf quality is as
good as it can be for our patrons. They are the ones who support
the course and deserve nothing less. A good agronomic program
or “Action Plan” will be critical. Your support of these programs
and practices is vital to our overall success.

Included in your January Board Report is the 2011 Action
Plan. This is the “blueprint” of our agronomic program to help
keep you informed of our practices that will help prevent/and or
reduce potential problems as observed in 2010.The Action Plan
is specific to our course nuances and designed to provide broad
range solutions that can adapt to the endless variable and
unpredictable weather and golf conditions.

Along with the Action Plan and throughout the course
of the coming year, we want to keep you informed with timely
information and knowledge so that you know what we are
trying to accomplish agronomically on any given day.

The golf course is our number one asset. When it comes
to sustaining viable turf growth, preparation is our greatest
weapon in promoting high quality conditions. A Golf Mainte-
nance budget is an expensive undertaking and we want to
reassure you, we are spending money wisely. -OC

BOARD REPORT January 2011

M I D W E S T B R E E Z E S
Charles Anfield, CGCS, Heritage Bluffs Golf Course
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Best wishes to Elliott Dowling, formerly at Ivanhoe Club
who is the new superintendent at Cress Creek Country Club.

Congratulations to Mark Kosbab, formerly of Cantigny Golf
who is the new superintendent at Sportsman’s Country Club.

Congratulations (belatedly) to Stephanie and Kyle Jacobsen
(Twin Orchard CC) on the birth of their daughter Erin Reed on
July 19th last summer. Erin had some impressive stats, weigh-
ing in at 8 pounds, 12 ounces, and measuring 20.5 inches.

December 31st was a fairly significant day in the world of
golf—USGA executive director David Fay, the bow-tied man
who has been at his post through the administrations of 12
different USGA presidents while garnering the reputation as
THE authority on the rules of golf has decided to call it a day.
After 21 years at his post, Mr. Fay has stepped down and
gone on to greener pastures. Kudos to him for a job well
done, and the best of luck in his future endeavors.

Another guy we’ve come to know has changed addresses.
Larry Aylward, the former editor of Golfdom magazine
has resigned in order to take on the editorial director’s
responsibilities for Superintendent magazine. Look for
big changes to Superintendent under Larry’s leadership,
and if you are not currently receiving it, you can go to
www.superintendentmagazine.com and rectify that.

DATES TO REMEMBER

February 23 - Midwest's Assistant Winter Workshop,
Midwest Golf House

February 25 – Deadline for nominations for TurfNet’s
Technician of the Year Award presented by Toro.
This is the LAST time you will read about this until
next year unless one of you wins it.

March 1 - Midwest March Meeting, Arrowhead Golf
Club, Dr. Mike Fidanza & Dr. Derek Settle

March 5 – CDGA’s Club Leadership Conference/Officers
and Directors Workshop at Medinah Country Club,
Curtis Tyrrell, CGCS host.

March 9 – CAGCS Chicagoland Forum at Naperville
Country Club, Tim Mr. Incredible Anderson, CGCS, MG
host. Dr. Frank Rossi guest speaker.

March 9-10 – Reinders 20th Turf & Irrigation Conference
at the Waukesha Expo Center in suburban Milwaukee, WI.

March 23-25 – The 2011 IGCEMA (International Golf
Course Equipment Managers Association) Virtual Trade
Show. Find out all about it at www.virtualgolfshow.com.

April 1 – Everything in the world of golf gets better.

(continued on page 18)

February 2011T H E B U L L S H E E T
John Gurke, CGCS, Associate Editor
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How about this? In recognition of their commitment to
environmental stewardship, Sunset Valley Golf Course in
Highland Park, Illinois and its certified superintendent
Brian Green have been named the overall winners of the
2010 Golf Course Superintendents Association of America/
Golf Digest Environmental Leaders in Golf Awards (ELGA).
That is a HUGE deal, and Brian’s efforts in stormwater
capture and reuse, along with his work on stream bank
restoration and native buffering of ponds on the property
have earned him this most deserved honor. Brian and the
other ELGA winners were recognized at this month’s GCSAA
Educational Conference during the “Celebrate GCSAA!”
presentation on the 8th. Congratulations to Brian and
everyone involved from Sunset Valley.

Brian Green

Also getting in on the fun was MAGCS member Vince Dodge,
CGCS of the Wilderness at Fortune Bay, who in December
received the Minnesota Golf Course Superintendents Association
(MGCSA) 2010 Environmental Leader Award in recognition of
his environmental efforts. In his usual manner, Vinny credited
everyone but himself for the honor, including the entire staff
of Wilderness Golf Course, the MGCSA, Kemper Sports, and
the Bois Forte Band of Chippewa.

Vince Dodge

Is it just me, or did Aaron Rodgers start getting good around
the same time Scott Verdun moved north of the cheese
curtain? Has anyone seen Scott at work on football Sundays?
I think not. I think we have another case of a MAGCS
member highlighting as a celebrity. You be the judge…

http://quali-pro.com


Aaron Rodgers and Scott Verdun

And while on the subject of moonlighters, did my old assis-
tant Virgil Range REALLY leave to take a superintendent job
in Maryville, Missouri? Or did he go back to Hollywood to
make more movies? Would he tell us either way? Hmm….

March 9th is the 2011 Chicagoland Forum presented by the
Chicagoland Association of Golf Course Superintendents
(CAGCS) at Naperville Country Club with Tim Anderson
hosting. This year’s rendition promises not to disappoint,
with Dr. Frank Rossi speaking on sustainability among other
timely topics and John Miller, CGCS, former LPGA Tour
Agronomist and currently the new GCSAA Field Staff
Representative with his observations on our industry.
Maybe one day at the Forum and the next in Milwaukee?
Look for registration emails coming soon.

Later in March another compelling event will come to all
with internet service. With GCSAA as its presenting partner,
the International Golf Course Equipment Managers Associa-
tion (IGCEMA) will hold its second-ever Virtual Trade Show
online from the 23rd to the 25th. This is a really great
opportunity for your equipment technicians to learn a ton
of information about the stuff they are charged with main-
taining and repairing, and you don’t have to pay to send
them! To learn more or register, go to www.igcema.org.

If you are an ISM or AA member of GCSAA, they just
wanted you to know that you now have access to the
Turfgrass Information File (TGIF). This invaluable tool is
presented in partnership with the Turfgrass Information
Center through the Michigan State University libraries, and

it just got all the more accessible (though I have no idea
what an ISM member is).

GCSAA also wants you to know that they have partnered
with several trusted companies to offer its members savings
on a variety of personal and professional products. The
companies most recently partnered with are Nike Golf
(pay 5% over wholesale on accessories, apparel, bags, balls,
clubs, and footwear), Jos. A. Bank Clothiers (save 20%
on regularly-priced merchandise), and Zones (corporate
discounts on technology products and solutions).

Our sincere condolences to Tom Prichard and his family on
the passing of his father Edward D. Prichard on January 18th
at the age of 77.

From the desk of John Turner, Bayer will be offering 6 new
webinars featuring information on disease and pest control
during the 2011 season. To see the schedule and/or register,
go to www.bayerbeyondthebasics.com.

Gratuitous golf course dog photo section:
Fun Fun Fun…

Weeee!

‘Til somebody gets hurt…

C’mon, wake up! I was just playing!
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So, if you can’t get to the Masters in person, and SINCE you
pretty much can’t play Augusta National unless you REALLY
know someone, at least soon you’ll be able to do the next
best thing. Officials at the storied club have recently
announced that Augusta National is joining forces with EA
Sports to be part of its 2012 installment of the Tiger Woods
PGA Tour golf game franchise. Included in the game will be
the chance to beat each of Woods’ four scores when he won
the green jacket, as well as advice from an Augusta caddie.
Hell, it even has Jim Nance and David Feherty announcing
the thing. Sounds cool if you’re into that sort of thing—
maybe the beginning of a new “tradition unlike any other”?

Also in the news regarding Augusta National was the story
that one of two replica Masters trophies which were pro-
duced about 10 years ago with the club’s blessing and the
intent to house them in two golf museums has been put up
for sale. So, if you have a strong desire to have a phony
Masters trophy, and you have an extra $140,000 laying
around, you’re a winner.

Sorry Plochman’s. Take a hike, Heinz. As for you, Grey
Poupon? Nice try. The January, 2011 issue of GCM had
an item about one of MAGCS’ own in its “In the News”
feature. Henry Michna, CGCS of Winnetka GC was
featured for his search for used French’s yellow mustard
bottles, which the club has used to hold divot mix for crew
members to take with them on the course. French’s ONLY.

For Sale: 2001 Toro Multi-Pro 5500 Sprayer with Cab. 300
gallon tank, Pro Control, Electric Booms, Hose Reel, Triple
TeeJet Turrets, Detailed Service Records, 1900 hours, $6000.
Call Chad Papke, Rockford CC 815-877-8683.

The MAGCS monthly meeting for January was held at Seven
Bridges Golf Club on the 19th with Don Ferreri and Dave
Gelino hosting. Seems like we were just there, doesn’t it?
The day featured presentations from Bruce Williams, CGCS
and Tommy Witt, CGCS on “Negotiating for Success,” as
well as a look at “Digital Media and Your Golf Course” by
Matt Yost and Andrew Rios. After all that good learnin’ stuff
was a great afternoon of Wee One auctions and silent auctions
and loud auctions and whatnot, all of which helped the Wee
One Foundation add more apples to its pie. Close to $40,000
was raised during the event. The day was a blast, and we
thank everyone and their mother for the great support and
generosity they provided, especially John Deere Golf & J. W.
Turf, Nels J. Johnson Tree Experts, Inc., and Syngenta.

http://progro-solutions.com
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Barber explains to Braunsky and Robbins
how the Steelers are a shoe in for the Super Bowl.

Dan Sterr presented Wee One Board members
Dave Radaj and Paul Bastron a check

for $1000 from the Wadsworth Golf Charities Foundation.

-OC
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The MAGCS Members met at Seven Bridges Golf Club with Don Ferreri hosting the January Meeting.
Presenting an abbreviated version of their GCSAA Seminar: Negotiating for Success were Tommy Witt,
CGCS: Director of Golf Operations for Northmoor Country Club and Bruce Williams, CGCS of Bruce
Williams Consulting. Both gentlemen are MAGCS Members and former GCSAA Past Presidents. They have
significant experience working at high profile clubs between them and shared their insights on this topic.

E D U C A T I O N R E C A P
Charles Anfield, CGCS, Heritage Bluffs Golf Course

Negotiating is defined as: discussing with others terms
of business, political or diplomatic matters, to bring about
a diplomatic matter, to bring about by mutual discussions.
Negotiations occur all the time; we negotiate
every day in our relationships with wives,
children, employees, supervisors and vendors.

Bruce started out with, “You don’t get
what you deserve, you get what you negotiate.
Ideally the goal is to create a win – win scenario.”
This occurs when the club and the superintendent
walk away from the negotiating table happy.
However, often times the Superintendent gets
overlooked or over matched as a negotiator
because of lack of experience in this type of
discussion. Negotiating skills must be studied
and learned. One can develop this skill by
reading self-help books and attending seminars.

Negotiating a Job Offer
The average tenure for a Superintendent

at a facility is 7.5 years. The facts say you will
negotiate a new contract in your career.

During the application and interview
process it is very important to match the
responsibilities of the job with the salary offer.
One of the ongoing mantras of the day was
“if you don’t ask, you don’t get”. In most cases
the golf course is the key asset of the organization.
The golf course generates a wide range of revenues. You
have to be aware of the opportunities that each club possesses.

Negotiating takes work behind the scenes, study the club
or course. Who will be your boss? Is it the GM, Green Chairman,
Golf Professional, Director? Find out personality traits about those
individuals and gear your negotiation tactics to that individual.
Often you are on your own during the process, be prepared.

In a new position, GCSAA Career Development data
reveals that 60-70 % of GCSAA Superintendents accept the job
as offered. However, by opening a discussion, the negotiating

process can begin. First, one has to demonstrate
a willingness to be able to prove himself. This can
be accomplished by asking for an annual perfor-
mance appraisal with built in incentives. When
starting a new job, it is best to set yourself up
for the future. What are you really worth?
Let your skill, work ethic and knowledge of the
job speak for itself by building upon an initial
starting compensation package with incentives.
GCSAA conducts annual salary surveys in which
information on average salary and benefit infor-
mation is available on a state-by-state basis.
As a GCSAA Member, this information is
available to you, use it.

Furthermore, it helps to identify objectives
and priorities. Distinguish between your own
personal wants and needs. In the principal of
exchange each side will have to make concessions.
Seek trade-offs to get what you want. Trade offs
may include: A pre- negotiated a bonus based
on performance. Extra projects create extra
value. Beating schedules and timelines can
also increase value. What is the value of getting
the course back to playing sooner than later?

Finishing under budget can also be incentive based. Identify
opportunities that are realistic and attainable and work them
into your compensation package.

Benefits and Rewards
Benefits of working at a club can be of a cash or

non cash basis.

Negotiating for Success

(continued on page 25)

Tommy Witt led the day
with some great information

on negotiating.

http://turfweb.lib.msu.edu/starweb/servlet.starweb?path=web4.web&id=webfast4&pass=2fast&search1=scode%3dbulls%20and%20col%3deducation%20and%20recap&format=booksfull
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Cash based compensation are things like: salary, bonus and
deferred compensation. Non cash based compensation are things
like: sick days, vacation, bereavement time, holidays, family leave,
outing bonus, clothing allowance, facility use, education, spouse
travel, no interest loans, education dues, vehicle and housing.
Opportunities exist for insurance compensation. Disability,
medical, dental, vision and dependent coverage are examples.
What’s important to you?
Is it large compensation? More
security? The total benefit
package? The “negotiating
envelope” is what you pre-
determine the level of
compensation and benefits
is going to be before you enter
into the negotiation.

Agenda
When beginning the

negotiation, an agenda will
help you cover all of the issues
of concern to you. You have
much to offer your employer.
List all your responsibilities and mention measurable criteria
such as attitude, team player, within budget, safety record.
Do not tie in your performance with subjective criteria or final
year revenue for the overall operation. Speak in terms the
employer is familiar with in his/her work place. Photos can
be a great tool. Be patient, be pre-
pared, be a good listener. Take
notes. Be honest.

Persuaders give reasons,
negotiators give concessions. Con-
tracts or employment agreements
protect both parties. It helps retain
the services of a proven performer.
Contracts are fact based and don’t
depend on “fairness”. Contracts
can help awkward transitions from
Board to Board.

Severance and Separation
Prepare for the inevitable.

Some things are beyond your
control. A new G.M., new
President, new owner, bad
weather, you make too much
money, bad turf can happen
at any time and are all reasons for
separation. Be prepared for it.

The two times to negotiate
severance is on the way in and on
the way out. Don’t sign anything
until it is the final deal. It might be a
good idea to consult a labor attorney
if needed. It may be worth it.

Seek guidance from others.
Analyze what’s important to both
sides. Is it money, benefits,
reputation, transition, speed?

Channel your energy into moving forward. The employer is
looking for a short process without turmoil.

A big thanks to Bruce and Tommy for their entertaining
and informative presentation.

The second part of the education for the day was a
presentation by a company called Golf/Life/Business. Yost and
Rios, Digital Arts entrepreneurs have created a new business

venture with a “digital inter-
active magazine” to help Clubs
tell the story of their organiza-
tion or Club efforts.

Their video magazine or
social enterprise publication will
be accessible by iPad, Twitter,
Android, and Blackberry devices.
Their goal is to combine golf,
business, environmental aware-
ness and help grow the game
by catering to a youthful, often
overlooked demographic. They
want to create social enterprise
partnerships with the MAGCS
and their Member Clubs.

Yost and Rios presented a Case Study in which they
worked with the Chi Chi Rodriguez Foundation. Yost and Rios
filmed a short video at the Chi Chi Rodriguez Academy to repre-
sent what the Academy is all about and help get the message
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Matt Yost,(l) and Andrew Rios (r) explained their ideas
behind the new social media magazine "Golf Life Business".

http://clubcar.com
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out about helping kids through golf. The film was a high quality,
sharp production. It featured narration, interviews, sound bites
and sharp images. It was very professionally done.

The video magazine concept uses stop motion gaming
technology to make the magazine “come to life”. It is very inter-
active, utilizing animation and tells stories that allow the user
to interact with the magazine.

Their goal with the MAGCS is to use the social network
to expand communication between the game of golf and our
Members. They think there is tremendous opportunity to expand
our golfing audience through this interactive social magazine.
They see our side of the story as untold and very interesting
today. Each course has a story to tell relaying the positive
impacts we make as land managers. How we manage the
environment in a responsible manner is the message we can
place and control for the world to see.

Their method of promoting this concept is first film a video
of your golf course and staff. They will follow whatever script you
choose and help you promote your message. The video is sent
back to your club and upon approval it will be posted online with
links back to your club and across the Internet. They will track
interactions or “hits” with people who view your video and help
you with future posts that will draw attention to your story.

Yost and Rios will provide analytical breakdown of viewed
video via search terms and geo track. The overall goal is to
expand your audience and build a larger network for your
course. Personal relationships can be created for long term
benefits. More information can be found at golflifebusiness.tv.
Or ask Luke. -OC

http://www.shawsknoxfert.com
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Job Title: Golf Course Superintendent

MAGCS Member Since: 2004

Date of Birth: July 12, 1979

Place of Birth: Princeton, Il

Current Residence: The Great Bucktown/Wicker Park
neighborhood

College/Degree: University of Illinois/ Turf Management

Spouse/Children: Erin/ no

My Favorite Childhood Memory is: Driving all the large
equipment on the farm as a young kid.

My Personal Hero: My Dad

My Professional Mentors: Tom Prichard

Favorite Actor: Johnny Depp

Favorite Musical Performer: 30 Seconds to Mars

Favorite Restaurant: The patio if Prichard is cooking steaks

Favorite "Pig Out" Food: Frosted Flakes

Favorite TV Show: Border Wars

Favorite Color: Black

Favorite Professional Sports Team: Bears

Favorite Pro Athlete: Anyone who plays for the love of
the game

Favorite Pro Golfer: David Duval

My Handicap Index: .7

My Favorite Place to Play Golf is: So far The Club at
Strawberry Creek

My Best/Most Memorable Round: July 5, 2008 I shot a 66
at Prairie Landing, just couldn't hit a bad shot.
Also second round of the 2010 National Champion-
ship in Palm Springs started out 5 under after 7 holes
and went on to shoot a 69.

The Most Interesting/Exotic Place I've been: Tamarindo,
Costa Rica

The Book I've Been Recommending Lately: The Anatomy of
a Golf Course

The Last Great Moive I Saw: The Social Network

In my Spare Time I Enjoy: Spend time with friends,
go to music festivals, snowboard, play some golf

Three Words that Best Describe Me: chill, chill, laid back

What I Enjoy Most about My Job: The sunrise with the
sound of the mowers in the background, and the sunset
with the shadows that get cast along the golf course.

What I Enjoy Least about My Job: Never having enough
time to get all I want to do done.

I'm a MAGCS Member Because: Support an association that
does a lot for my career, expand my horizons by meeting
others in the industry, education opportunities.

Erin and Justin VanLanduit all dressed up
for a night on the town.

M I D W E S T P E R S O N A L I T I E S
Justin VanLanduit, Briarwood Country Club
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On Course and theMAGCS thank our February advertisers.

Antons Greenhouses

Arthur Clesen, Inc.

BASF

Batteries Plus

Bayer Environmental Science

Burris Equipment Company

Central Sod Farms

Chicagoland Turf

Commercial Turf & Tractor

Dunteman Turf Farms

Gruenmann

Halloran and Yauch

Harris Golf Car Sales

Hollembeak Construction

J.W. Turf, Inc.

John Deere Golf

Knox Fertilizer

Koepler Golf Course Construction

Lemont Paving

Martin Design Partnership

Martin Implement Sales

Nadler Golf Car Sales

Nels J Johnson Tree Experts

PAF Tree Service

Pendelton Turf Supply

Phoenix Environmental Care

PHP

ProGro Solutions

Quali Pro

Quali Pro

Redexim North Amercia

Reinders Inc

Riverwalls

Syngenta

Synthetic Turf of Illinos

Valent - Tourney

Valent USA

Water Well Solutions Illinos Division

Waupaca Sand & Solutions
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Buy from
our advertisers,

they are
in the know.
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